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The main part of the geomagnetic field arises from elec-
tric currents in the Earth’s outer core. It extends to a 
distance of ∼ 10 Earth radii and acts as a shield for pro-
tecting our atmosphere against solar and cosmic particle 
radiation. It also determines the strength and geometry of 
ionospheric and magnetospheric current systems. While 
the Earth’s core field varies on time scales of months to 
years, electric currents in the ionosphere and magneto-
sphere change within seconds to days, e.g., during space 
weather events. Continuous monitoring of the various 
magnetic field variations is thus important to character-
ize the Earth’s space environment and ensure the prepar-
edness of modern technology on the ground and in space 
on which society increasingly depends.

Most of our knowledge of the spatial and temporal var-
iations of the recent geomagnetic field has been obtained 
using observations taken by high precision magnetic sat-
ellite missions, such as Ørsted, CHAMP, and currently 
the European Space Agency’s (ESA) magnetic field con-
stellation mission Swarm. However, a multitude of satel-
lites in low Earth orbit (LEO) carry magnetometers that, 
by design, do not meet the accuracy of dedicated geo-
magnetic missions. These are avionic, so-called platform 
magnetometers that are primarily used for coarse atti-
tude determination of the spacecraft. Another category is 
magnetometers meant for science applications mounted 

on a boom, but those missions often neither measure 
the absolute magnetic field intensity together with the 
variations of the magnetic components nor provide pre-
cise attitude determination of the magnetometer itself. 
However, magnetic data from these missions have been 
shown to add valuable information in characterizing the 
geomagnetic field and its environment after appropriate 
calibration.

This special issue collects articles that document suc-
cessful calibration strategies including the validation of 
their results, e.g., by comparison to other data or applied 
in exemplary science cases, and articles that outline valu-
able research application in Earth and space sciences by 
the use of these magnetometer data. Figure 1 shows the 
altitude distribution of the satellite missions, which data 
were analyzed in papers of this special issue. In combina-
tion, they provide a multi-mission data set in LEO span-
ning almost two solar cycles.

Extending the calibration scheme developed and 
applied to data from high-precision satellite missions, 
Olsen et  al. (2020) introduce an approach for charac-
terization, calibration, and alignment of vector mag-
netometer data, applied to data from the platform 
magnetometers onboard ESA’s CryoSat-2 satellite. The 
calibration is performed by comparing the magnetom-
eter sensor readings with magnetic field values for the 
time and position of the satellite as given by an a priori 
high-precision geomagnetic field model, e.g. CHAOS 
(Finlay et  al. 2020), to estimate the magnetometer cali-
bration parameters by solving a least square problem. 
The calibrated magnetic data show good agreement with 
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Swarm satellite magnetic measurements during close 
encounters. Furthermore, it was demonstrated that the 
CryoSat-2 magnetic variations follow well the Dst-index 
during a geomagnetic storm event.

Stolle et  al. (2021) applied a similar least-square fit to 
platform magnetometer data of the GRACE-FO dual-
satellite constellation mission. The average mean of the 
remaining residuals to the CHAOS model used in the 
calibration process show standard deviations below 
10 nT rms, which are similar to those derived for Cryo-
Sat-2. By combining the Swarm, GRACE-FO, and Cryo-
Sat-2 satellites, the authors showed that the extended 
“constellation” does well capture the local time evolution 
of the magnetospheric ring current under geomagnetic 
storm conditions. Also, GRACE-FO-derived auroral 
field-aligned currents compare well in amplitude with 
those derived from Swarm data. The pearls-on-a-string 
configuration of the GRACE-FO mission further allows 
scale analyses of ionospheric structures.

Olsen (2021) extended the scheme to process and cali-
brate the platform magnetometer data of the GRACE 
dual-satellite mission. The remaining residuals to the 
models are somewhat higher than those for CryoSat-2 
and GRACE-FO due to lacking direct measurements of 
magnetometer temperature and the rather coarse 12-bit 
discretization of the GRACE magnetometers; however, 
the data have been proven relevant for geophysical appli-
cations in publications mentioned below. Besides, by 
combining data from the Swarm, GRACE, and CryoSat-2 
satellites in spherical harmonic (SH) analyses, the author 
confirms that the local time asymmetric part of the mag-
netospheric ring current after the peak of a geomagnetic 
storm decays faster compared to its symmetric part.

Alken et al. (2020) provide the Frontier Letter for this 
special issue. They describe a novel scheme for co-esti-
mating magnetometer calibration parameters together 

with a model of Earth’s magnetic field. This method does 
not require an a priori geomagnetic field model such as 
CHAOS but relies on supporting calibrated magnetic 
data, here provided by CHAMP, Swarm, and ground 
observatories. The authors apply this scheme to calibrate 
magnetic data from the DMSP and CryoSat-2 missions 
to enhance the description of the rapid core field evolu-
tion when satellite-based high-precision magnetic data 
were not available, e.g., during the gap period between 
CHAMP and Swarm in 2010–2013 (see Fig. 1).

Kloss et  al. (2021) present a similar approach, go fur-
ther, and co-estimate both the internal (core) and the 
external (magnetospheric) part of geomagnetic field 
models along with magnetometer calibration parameters. 
By that, they derive a geomagnetic field model spanning 
2008 to 2018 with satellite magnetic data from CHAMP, 
Swarm, data from ground observatories, and platform 
magnetometer data from CryoSat-2 and the GRACE 
satellite pair. It was proven that platform magnetometer 
data provide additional information on the secular accel-
eration, especially in the Pacific Ocean region during the 
gap between CHAMP and Swarm.

Hammer et  al. (2021) use time series of geomagnetic 
secular variation at 300 globally distributed geomag-
netic virtual observatories to study time variations of the 
Earth’s core magnetic field both at satellite altitude and 
at the core–mantle boundary. They use 20 years of con-
tinuous magnetic field measurements from the Ørsted, 
CHAMP, and Swarm satellite missions and calibrated 
platform magnetometer data from the CryoSat-2 satellite. 
The authors find that CryoSat-2 platform magnetometer 
data provide a valuable contribution to emerging pictures 
of regional sub-decadal core field variations.

Velímský and Knopp (2021) and Kuvshinov et  al. 
(2021) use up to 6  years of contemporaneous magnetic 
observations of Swarm and CryoSat-2 to determine the 

Fig. 1 Altitude of satellite missions used in this special issue (left scale) and solar flux index F10.7 (right scale). Altitude of high-precision magnetic 
missions are plotted by thinner lines, those of others by bolder lines. Altitudes between 26 July 2000 and 24 January 2021 are shown. Ørsted 
altitudes are shown up to 12/2005 until the mission provided high-precision magnetic data
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three-dimensional (3-D) structure of mantle conductiv-
ity. The largest benefit from combining the missions was 
through the enhanced coverage of local time sectors at 
same observational periods. In their works, the teams fol-
lowed different approaches.

Velímský and Knopp (2021) perform time-domain 
forward and inverse electromagnetic (EM) induction 
modeling to the latest version of satellite-derived time 
series of SH coefficients of external (inducing) and inter-
nal (induced) parts of the magnetic potential describ-
ing signals of magnetospheric origin. The inclusion of 
CryoSat-2 platform magnetometer data had only small 
influence on the inversion results, but allow for a larger 
reduction of the data misfit in the applied inversion. The 
authors recovered large-scale conductivity structures 
(parameterized by SH up to degree 3) in Earth’s mantle, 
which partially overlap with the shape of the large low-
shear velocity provinces in the lower mantle.

Kuvshinov et  al. (2021) rely on the estimation and 
inversion of the so-called matrix Q-responses, which 
relate in the frequency domain the SH coefficients of 
inducing and induced parts of the magnetic potential. 
Their results show a significant deviation of mantle con-
ductivity distribution from the global 1-D conductivity 
profile in the Pacific Ocean region. In their outlook, the 
authors emphasized the need for the data from more and 
better distributed (in terms of local time coverage) satel-
lite missions; this will allow for an improved description 
of the source geometry in the ionosphere and magneto-
sphere, the prerequisite for future advances in global 3-D 
EM mapping of mantle conductivity.

Looking at studies of ionospheric current systems, 
Xiong et al. (2020) compare auroral field-aligned currents 
(FAC) derived from magnetic data of the DMSP mission 
with simultaneous energetic particle fluxes detected at 
the same spacecraft. They performed the first statisti-
cal study of these parameters’ relation from simultane-
ous data and found systematic differences in the location 
of peaks of particle energy flux and large-scale FACs, 
emphasizing the complexity of the auroral oval region. 
Furthermore, during conjunction events, the DMSP 
field-aligned currents were proven to be similar in ampli-
tude with Swarm-derived results further supporting their 
value for space science.

Park et al. (2020) demonstrate that calibrated platform 
magnetic data can also be used in statistical investiga-
tions of low amplitude ionospheric currents at non-polar 
latitudes. From vertical currents detected during 8 years 
at CryoSat-2 and during nearly 2 years at GRACE-FO the 
authors successfully derive global pattern of interhemi-
spheric FACs, the distribution of which is dominated 
by seasonal variations and tidal forcing from the lower 
atmosphere. They further discussed that the direction 

of the currents is systematic southward throughout the 
year in the South Atlantic sector due to the predominant 
geometry and relatively low strength of the magnetic 
field in that region. The paper provides observational evi-
dences of noontime dynamo currents at the highest alti-
tude (of about 700 km, sampled by CryoSat-2) reported 
so far.

In conclusion, appropriately calibrated data from non-
dedicated magnetometers onboard LEO satellites have 
high value for both Earth’s and space research. Examples 
include (1) filling periods of unavailability of high-pre-
cision data, (2) the combination of several missions to a 
“constellation” for better spatio-temporal coverage, and 
(3) the availability of geomagnetic observations at mul-
tiple platforms, which provides an extended opportunity 
to perform combined analysis with other ionospheric 
parameters sampled by particular missions. It is nonethe-
less noteworthy that these magnetic data have been cali-
brated along with high-precision observations or using 
high-resolution geomagnetic field models derived from 
measurements by the Swarm satellites. Simultaneous 
data from at least one dedicated high-precision magnetic 
satellite mission thus remain crucial for this endeavor.
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